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Evaluation in the Museum Selling: Focus on Expectations

M. C. Linn

Lawrence Hall of Science

University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

On a rare occasion, the Director of the science museum and the Education Department

Head agreed - -money should be spent on evaluation In Justifying this expense to the Advisory

Board, the Director pointed out that an evaluation would help decide which exhibits should be

deleted assuring the board that only cost effective exhibits would be retained In reporting this

decision to the education committee, the Education Department Head remarked, 'Now we can

determine which exhibits we should augment so we can educate the publicbetter'

While rejoicing that money might be spent on evaluation, the evalystor must now incor-

porate those and other expectations into the plan and design an appropriate investigation- -

without being blamed for the initial misunderstanding between the Director and the Education

Department Head or for other misunderstandings likely to occur between involved individuals

The evaluator must foster communication among key Individuals who often have differing

expectations about the uses of evaluation .

Conducting an evaluation in a setting where evaluations are uncommon, such as a

museum, has its advantages and its drawbacks (Linn, 1976) Advantages include opportunities

to answer important and woefully neglected questions. Drawbacks frequently include unrealis-

tic expectations for the evaluation from thou commissioning the evaluation and unjustified

suspicion of the evaluation from those being evaluated

This paper focuses on how evaluators can anticipate differences in expectations among
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those involved in museum policy and therefore conduct an evaluation which might influence

museum policy. Topics covered include'

(a) Understanding the evaluation setting;

(b) Examples of conflicts of interest in the museum setting,

(c) How evaluation can influence museum policy;

(d) El &lent use of limited evaluation resources.

Unarm* Has the Evaluation Setting

Each evaluation setting has special problems and idiosyncratic institutional arrangements

which must be understood by the evaluator. Although the evaluation issues in new settings are

often the same as those in other settings, responding to these issues requires expertise in the

setting being entwined. Frequently, new evaluation settings appear more similar to previous

settings than they really are. For example, museums are frequently thought of as schools

although they differ from schools in important respects as described below.

I have been known to remark thin an discussions of evaluation start to sound the same

after IS minutes. One reason that evaluation discussions often sound repetitive is that the

one Wises appear repeatedly in different guises. The details, however, do change and reate

different problems in each evaluation.

The power of kitowing details of the evaluation setting Is well Illustrated 1n s few exam -

ple. from curriculum evalustion. In ea evaluellom of s literacy curriculum in a developing

country, we discovered, 'item some phoning had occurred, that the villages involved in the No-

vato were iaaccemibis for five months of the year due to flooding. In another country, an agri-

cultural curriculum required people with jobs to spend an additional IS hours per week learning.

We, is planning the evaluation of the curriculum, were concerned about absenteeism. Whir

we presested the plass however, we discovered that there would be no absenteeism-- if the vil-

lage council decrees attendance, times invoked attend under penally of death. Clearly, details,

Ike Oh and death, an determine the course of an evaluation.
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Museums Are Net Scheele

Museums differ from schools in important respects, yet some evaluations have -treated

museums as schools Museums are characterized by a) learners attending by choice and freely

choosing their activities once they arrive, b) opportunities to learn and be entertained, generally

in a family or peer group, c) financial support from visitors, community groups, government

agencies, and other sources

Museums serve an important and speciel function by providing information for those who

have left school, by serving family groups, and by providing information on recent advances

npt included in school curricula In fulfilling this function, museums must exploit their

differences from schools Evaluators of museums must recognize and can encourage these

differences.

Unlike schools, attendance at museums is by choice Museums, therefore, must grapple

with questions such as. Who comes', Why do visitors come?; Should visitors be recruited?;

and, How should our programs respond to visitors' needs? Unlike in schools, visitors to muse-

ums may spend a very short time learning about a particular subject In contrast, exhibits often

seem to be designed as colive courses rather than random exit and entry short term experi-

ences. For example, a recent exhibit included whole books as part of its depiction of famous

people.

Visitors to museums frequently approach exhibits as a family group varying widely in age,

in contrast to schools where students are usually uniform in age Museums can have a special

and unique f"nction of interesting the family in issues that might be discussed subsequently

The museum visit could initiate interest in current scientific and artistic questions and might

lead to family discussions of these questions Thus, museums could be influential in helping

visitors develop mechanisms for updating their scientific a.,d artistic ideas. These and other

issues confront the museum evaluator

Museums depend on public and private donations for support They need to recruit

members and etir-art donors, unlike schools Some museums, such as the Lawrence Hall of
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Science, raise most of their operating costs from donations Others receive support from public

or governmental agencies

The evaluator must be the modern equivalent of the Renaissance Pellet' to be Familiar

with the many settings where evaluations are conducted Yet, familiarity with the setting is

essential for conducting a successful evaluation. Perhaps the best way to develop familiarity

with new settys is by becoming familiar with a range of settings The purpose of this P4Pet is

to Increase within one infrequently studied setting

Lunn** if Conflict of Interest

la the Museum Satins

Over 40 million museum visits occur each year (Kimche, 1971) Museums can omen-

c
daily influence a wide segment of the population This paper focuses on science museums and

art museums which have been studied more than other museums (e g Linn, 1971; Yalow,

Strossen. Jennings, A Linn, in press).

EvalustiOn in museum widow is often dillicult because key individuals have different

expectations about the purpose of the museum and because these individuals have vested

interests in coddling outcomes. A bit of this conflict was illustrated in the conversation

between the Museum Directot and the Education Department Head.

Most museum ratings 11111 characterized by metal of Marren among those involved In

policy making. Table I illooltslos soot of As possible expectations of key personnel in a

museum. These SligechstiOnti lead to conflicts which may he intensified if individuals feel

threatened by the evaluation. To socceed, the evaluator must anticipate and consider Use

expectations of each participant sod say often need to help participants understand each

other's expecsasions

Ws consider a hype.*** example of ronflia q/ kerma Suppose a science museum

receives a noverement grad to boas saw exhibit. TIN government* earmarks 1% of the

WSW for evaluation. Passible ceellictiag spoons to the avian** by each of the individu-
c

eh or groups Medved 'winds:
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I) The A'aseum Director Museum directors generally think the museum is terrific and

may not w.mt to know anything else One museum director confiscated a questionnaire

designed to assess visitor expectations because of a question which asked visitors to give their

first impressions or the entry to the museum It was a typical museum entry large linos on

either side of at least 30 steps, and a black and white marble foyer with 20 foot ceilings Visi-

tors were given an adjective checklist which included words such as friendly, forbidmg, impres-

sive, inviting, and austere The director said the question was 'silly' and forbid further evalua-

tion He did not care if anyone considered the entry austere In fact, he remarked that he

didn't even care if anyone came Museums, in his view, were evaluated on the fame of their

collections and on the respaise of critics to new exhibits, not on their ability to attract or please

visitors.

Museum directors often criticize the questions that evaluators choose to study As men-

tioned above, many museum evaluators have considered museums as schools and have focused

on what is learned from n.useum visits (e e Screven, 1975) Directors (e g Laetsch, 1979)

point out that visitor learning in a 90 minute visit will be limited. More important questions

might focus oa exhibit communication (do visitors understand the message?), exhibit attrac-

IlVaness (do visitors approach the exhibit?), exhibit feedback (can visitors discover their ideas

about science are sum without being embarrassed in front of their family or friends?), and

ex t focus (can families interact together at the exhibit?) Museum directors rightfully KO'

I the primary aim of a museum should be to stimulate interest in science or art rather

than teaching science or an history.

2) The Chair of she ea,iunf hod drive. Fund raisers generally need .vidence demonstrat-

ing that the museum is terrific. A fund raiser, who wanted the evaluator to show why the pro-

gram was so successful, when asked whether be 'also wanted recommendations about how to

make the program better responded 'No.'

3) The Cures", Curators, ace outing to Lassa, (1979) the former Director of Lawrence

1411 of Science, like most professionals, want to impress other professionals Thei are NIPPY
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when thew exhibits receive favorable reviews by critics and are praised by other elusion Thus,

they often desire window which are of Werra because they are atypical of the artist, unusual

fowls Mush are often bard to see, and rare animals for the zoo which most visitors don't

recognize Curators choose an of interest to other curators and specialists in the &id, and

possibly of interest to regular visitors. 2.
4) The heard of direciers. Mendota of the museum board of directors are usually pillars

of the community, eager to enhance the communities' prestige with a museum housed in an

impressive building and containing NONCONTROVERSIAL exhibits. Exhibits on energy, for

example, we expected to focus on the cost effectiveness of nuclear power, not the potential

deniers

S) Exhibit elestenera Exhibit designers hope to impress other designers with their

knowledge of the West trends. They may build visually pleasing exhibit hat does not work.

The &A draft of an exhibit is like the gist draft-of most things - -In need of revision. For exam- --*141

pis, the &Wow may create a beautiful display but locate the start 'noon in the far corner and

two feet off the ground.
'4

ROVIseant ...44. Al the LIVIMPICII Hall of Science, a single revision of an astronomy exhi-

bit (Lien, 1976) Improved public onderstatdists of the exhibit, although there were still

difficulties In casual, a health van exhibit was revised liventy-!v4 limes and became a Canter

sic swam

1) The hake wow Government funding agencies frequently desire that an exhibit,

serve a large somber of ateliers, e.g., George Treesel of the National Science Foundation

remarked about goventeseM funding (Trowel, Note I).

la allowing our Nadi and mew* the impact of different projects we are repeatedly

led in ask questions about the satire es well as the size of the audience. We need a

description of We wawa diet will give both a and characterization of who goes to

science asuseinag and mlailkilos al Use gime hatwese the goatees* of different

demeans. And some Indicalion of bow museum audiences differ from, or wad, the

..

S
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audiences for broadcasting, journalism, books, etc Such a description would be very use-

ful

In contrast, political scienusis such as Almond (1950) have noted that only a portion ol.

the population actually pats attention to scientific issues Almond describes what he calls the

Antiwar Pubic. This segment of the population reads science magazines, votes, apeaks out on

issues, etc The government funding agency my expect the science museum exhibit to have

an unrealistic impact if they expect to enhance literacy of those not part of the attentiye public

Funding agencies, as noted above, often desire what could be called marketing informa-

tion. They want to know who comes, how many come, and how to attract more visitors Many

museum &men resist gathering this information because they feel quality of visit not qua&

thy of visitors is important. They object if the only purpose of marketing information is to per-

suade more visitors to come, pointing out that a roller coaster would attract more visitors but

would not complement the museum's programs.

Directors often overlook the pond, advantages of marketing information for improving

the quality of their mwevngiag is no need to ask visitors if they want exhibits which are

inappropriate for the museum Rather, marketing information could be used to decide between

appropriate exhibits such as available traveling exhibits or could be used, to determine whether

the museum should plan exhibits to complement programs
of local groups le g an exhibit on

Nepalese fossils when local citizens return from a climbing expedition in Nepal), or to deter-

mine how to attract those willing to donate money to the museum.

7) The Edsteinion Department Head. Often the Education Department ;lead desires to

know what visitors mfg during their visit Undaunted by evidence that museum visitors gen-

erally stay two bouts or Tess, half of which time is spent eating, deciding what to look at, and

where to meet, etc., Education Department Heads often expect museums to be like school.

Museum exhibits sometimes also resemble school courses Shand (1961) reports the evalua-

tion of ar exhibit when reading the labels alone took iso hours. In contrast, observations of

visitors le 8 , 1-413 IsPon, Note 21 indicate that they spend, on average, 40 seconds at static

3
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exhibits, up to 4 minutes with puzzles and games, and up to 15 minutes with interretise com-

puter exhibits. Museums differ from schools and must be evaluated differently.

Rather then leaching, museums need to stimulate the desire to know Museum exhibits

may motivate visitors to buy books about WWWWW1 watch TV shows on science, have family

.discussions about computers, see. rather than learning new science facts. The evaluator, also

often trained to foots on learning, may have difficulty selecting alternative outcomes and test-

ing for them lois may be compounded by discussions with exhibit designer, who can't under-

stand why visitors should learn anything as long as they enjoy their visit and are impressed with

the exhibits

8 Malmo Evaluators Museum evaluators also have biases and expectations about the

evsluation. I think ft Is neither ;alibis nor realistic for the emitator to be en Impartial integre-

tor of the varying points of vie*. Emission frequently desks to imprem other evaluators with

their complicated rewards designs or their ability to evaluate esoteric objectives. These

impulses must be embed. The museum clients, not other evaluators, are the audience for the

evaluation Improvement of museum policy is the ultimate goel of the evaluation. A successor

fel evaluator Mil facilitate communkadon between those concerned or Influenced by museum

policy, make sure that varying vlewponts are heard, and gather evidence likely to Impact on

moment policy.

Methods tor evaluating the WWWWW must II the environment. Sinc- museums differ

From schools in that slaws Plificlmlis
in evaluation &NNW, by choice, the only thing a 20

item paw and rod' lest Is likely in meows in a museum is hostility toward the experi-

menter. Evaluation must relent the matt of learning. Ivalostion exhibits, as appealing as

other exhibits. could be orreiwcod. Usobtnasive measures such as the proverbial nose prints

on the slam or weer spots on the floor (Webb, el al. 1966) could be developed. Woe end Tem-

kx (1977) awl useful advice about how observational approaches an be used to evaluate

museums. Dientsnd (Note 3) tells Mew observational approaches were used in science muse-

WM.

1.0
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Role of Visitors

Although visitors are the primary recipients ofoutof-achool programs, their opinions are

rarely considered As mentioned above, the person likely to represent the visitors views is the

evaluator The evaluator can consider the views of school visitors and family visitor'

School rtshots Objectives of school groups may not coincide with those of the education

department head Often teachers see the visit as bold learning oriented and social They are

delighted if all their students g..1 on the but at the appointed time, and if ail the accompanying

parents are Impressed with the museum (Gottfried, Note 4).

Kids on Bold trips differ from kids in school as you are no doubt aware They are noisy,

sociable. excited, curious and active. Gottilled, a Berkeley graduate student, did a thesis at a

science museum on field trip behavior' and benefits from field trips (Gottfried, Note 4) Ile

noted that students were expected to be active and touch things. Ile observed that students

approached exhibits on a physical level, rarely reading Instructions or observing graphics Peer

instnx don often characterized the interaction on
the field trip. A delightful side effect of the

museum visit was that students who were not successful In school were often successful peer

tutors in the museum

Both students and teachers expect the museum to be different from school and expect

social Interaction among field trip members to play a major role in their experience Important

side effects can emerge. Visitors expectations need to be considered in e%sluatIon of the

museum experience

Faintly -Group Visitors. Because they are unorganized and have few avenues of communi-

cation to the museum decision makers, family group
visitors lack power and are often neglected

In museum decision making (and In educational research for that matter). Recall the museum

director who didn't are If anyone came About the onli power a vishor does have is the choke

of not coming but such a choice may have little impact.

Although the quantity of visitors may be irrelevant to museum directors, most directors

desire to serve those interested ht their
iNts Many museum practices, however, deny access

11
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to Important assmenis of Ms pomslation, non though they its Oho supported by federal

Mods.. An nitisewis.11s szasimis, inn only 14% of Me museum gosh, at Mast in part

Isms* they anon accommodits moos childreo. Programs wham chlkkan visit sod Own

one Owls own art an a motion winos to this problem and its
omployed by the Ms Gal-

lery, London. sad Ow de Yong Mown, Ian Francisco, OS well as Ohm museums.

Vinare, to Sinew Rassafald (1979) a Rorke* padvets shol-xst . hes iscsrWned.

have a wide nose of lomonsol ands.
Rosenfeld studied too visits, of which them ma about

Ill WNW per yaw. Ns an up a mild too M the Lawrence Hal if Scam and alai studied

nine to Ike Ian Francisco Tow. He found that family groups cams to thy moo a) la watch

week. 11) to web in 4 of* pike, e) to Ism fun d) to al food not Moo al boons, mod s) to

strostrooss Mall tin Over Iwo-thistis of Ow maw Pin for visiting the too won unshod

b ths adocatioswl sada of Ow too.

The avotoalor use an oNlletiott, 1 Mink, to represent the public visitor (of which family

snow its Ms MOW sessosot), aspocidly when evaluating a federally funded exhibit (see

Dons, 1976, en 011iONHON a Justice). Musson may no thsir visitor tenons mods, from

is, model wed by schools-- Schools roily shot propisns whim itudenh make requests. Hew-

i..z, mew amounts. Win schools, toned M, pert out federal foods, fan paid by visitors, and

voluntary attsodeoes. Mao. vinare paws* its part of the Mleotivo public in the Almond

mold sad, thmsfosti. an Ilkoly to have policy mains Mince on museum)

allsousr and illadning

How cam avoluators sen lolormation which will increase museum raponsivenew to

visitors without suppeteing that mann compromise their values inclinstall roller comers?

aSewn INNIMINIO all nos have net traditionally emphasind tits needs or desire* of the

*hot Thaw parks such an Ellesteyhod, however, bass weld serious attention to visitor

viewpoint. Alyssum svadiskas may bomb from the sapertencos of those evaluation" theme

pests. lures n admiisland in phew Os Disneyland offer visitorf choices about whit they

s.
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would Mks (e.g., Amid Men be more trees, more birds, eh.) and often assess listing Impres-

sions le 1, did the balloon-seller at the exit leave the impassion that the park was after your

last dollar?) When asked to choose among aliernativas: vbiton often respond informatively If

asked an open -ended question about what new exhibits/they vant, visitors rarely have goad

ideas (museum staff are "Wm generate good ideas), and may noon things the museum can-

not offer

Although theme park evaluations may offer Ideas to museum evaluators, mullums also

differ from theme parks in Important respects. Theme ports aim for family entertainment:
cs,

museums usually aim for both entertainment and enhancement of O&M& or artistic aware-

ness. Moseuns only need a kw sstractione (mummies are terrific) an can then provide lots

of less universally appealing exhibits which visitors might view along with the mummies

Gen Evektenon Inflowwe Museum &AV?

Museum evaluators who focus on museum policy hays the pealed Impact (e 1 . Cron-

bads & assochles, 19101. Charming a single exhibit but not changing the policy which crested

ths problem lies limited impact. The evaluator mum be able to recognize End articulate the

cornquences of current policies. Furtiv.r, evaluaton need to gather evidence museum policy

makers on accept in order to hdluence polky changes. As House (1976) has noted, policy

chants does not occur simply because the new evidence supports a different viewpoint

Change, especially M settings where evaluation is uncommon, occurs through a complex politi-

cal process (Cronbach & associstes, 1911)

It is a mistake to prawns that the evaluation Milts greatest impact after lots of informa-

tion Ise been collided and synthesized
Frequently a few cogent gunny' asked during the

design of a new exhibit have a peaky impch on the Anal outcome than results from a well-

designed survey The questions may be lesv threatening and more convincing than a Musses of
1.a

survey evidence For example, whc.. one evaluator raised the issue of family Croup response to

an exhibit, one designer added features that allowed two people to interact with the exhibit at

once. An evl'Arator who asked ny people would want to know the information to be included

13
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In so exhibit on optics spurred designers to focus on less esoteric and more applicable Informs-

Ifs easier to criticize programs than to

ibility by focusing their evaluation on criticism M

to; evaluators on quickly lose their cred-

receive plenty of criticism from viol-

toss, and staff members; they do sot receive enough praise. Museums, ."..torever imperfect,

serve an important societal function. May provide a repository for important artifacts. Science

museum exhibits are gamely initialled to ameliorate a real social problem: lack of Wend&

knowledge. That they could he more elective is hardly news. Evektations which focus on the

mechanical Wages of tits exhibit, lack of adequate or coned labeling for artifacts or the

unrepresentative nature of the lame addressed by the designers are reporting valid but possibly

imukropriste Information. They may And that infamies relevant to the policy issues of the

MUMMA goes awaked.

Is order to maintain commakatient with the musette staff, the evaluator should provide

praise and criticism reissue to the museum issues. Criticism, when offered, should be helpful.

Battledore who dove*, and test three types of maps for visitors and discover which one works

best. or who encookle the exhibit &Wm to piece exhibits le the cafeteria when ateliers

spend 2S% of dusk time ars offer* useful lafrometion. Evaluation, who gather information to

aka nomeevm poky ea Ism* group Interaction may have lasting loped

Illodrative Mums IreNty Isom

in mossank, the pricy so seterieMment and learning is an Important focus for evalua-

Woo. At the Lawrence Hill of !demon (U13), we have coaducted studies of learning in Infor-

mal envIronmeots to help osimmion policy meters design educational programs which are Info.-

..ors and of Interest to visitors. Our rsesesch on free choke environments (a g., Linn, IPSO)

his %sew Peed In the delve of exhibilel planning of school Asks and consuuction of dosses.

livalustioi at Lin hoe showy del peek In Informal environments only read text If all else

falls Itioe, 1976). These moils suggest that exhibits should help visitors understand how to

pertielpets without readies airy Instrectioar Buttons to push should be located, designed and

- 13 -

shaped to indicate their function

Another poli.e In museum evaluation is sex equity. Observational studies of fami-

lies done by Judy Diamond (Note 3) at the Exploratorium and the Lawrence Hall of Science

reveal that fathers participate more than mothers in museums Studies of free choice environ-

ments (Linn a RIce, 1979) reveal that females more than males choose activitks which do not

Involve apparatus, which allow them to mix chemicals following a recipe, and which have clear

instructions Evaluators could enhance access of women and girls to scientific Information by

designing exhibits which females And inviting

Lambed Resources. Hew to Um Them &realm&

Museum evaluators like all others must plan their Investigation to make limited resources

have maximum Impact. Evaluators need to gather information that can be used for effective

communication (Linn, 1976). Foe exempla, evaluators have found That visitors who stay longer

at an exhibit read more of the labels and can recall- more Information than those who leave.

Very few are surprised

Evaluators must choose to gather Information which will be believed by to those the

evaluator hopes to influence. For example, it is unlikely that an exhibit would raise intelligence

by 10% but even if results of an evaluation indicated
that intelligence has ueen raised 10% by

an exhibit most people would assume the results were caused by some artifact so the cost of

gathering the Information would be wrested

An example of how expectations influence the value of evaluation information comes

from Shell& (Note Si Shells) conducted an exhibit evaltrtion by making a small scale model

of e large exhibit and asking subjects to indicate what was perplexing In the model Subjects

responded that one of the sculptures In the exhibit appeared irrelevant and perplexing Exhibit

designers rejected this Information, claiming that the small scale model did not represent the

exhibit and that the problem would be resolved when the full scale exhibit was established As

it turned out, the taiustor was right about the
sculpture-411We found it just as irrelevant and

perplexing In the full scale exhibit as it was In the model. Unfortunstett, the eva-ustor was
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woes about the evaluation design because the information gatberod had no impact

Simnel (Note 5) faikd to communicate with his audience but perhaps he paved the way

for future evaluations. Bell, et et (1978) recently successfully used models to evaluate

museum exhibits at the same institution. In addition, Rosenfeld (1979) constructed a mini-zoo

at LHS which turned out to be a valid predictor of behavior at brow zoos

Swot/wary

To influence museum policy, evaluators must be collaborators with the people they hope

to influence. Evaluators need to underlined the moll& of banes inherent in a museum and

design an evaluation which abeam usidsretanuing among the staff. Evaluators who focus on

Policy are likely to have the grottos* Impact; policy changes, ones Instituted, tend to prevail.

Evaluators realize that no mingle study can provide a definitive answer for sold policy The

right evidence, however, can initiate discussion about changes in :.acid policy which ultimately

lead to new policy.
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